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world-famous collection known as the Marlborough 
A Gems included the Arundel Gems, The Bessborough 

Gems, (2) and those engraved gems collected by the third 
Duke of Marlborough. The Bessborough Collection, 
formed before 1739 by William, Viscount Duncannon and 
later second Earl of Bessborough, was purchased by the 
third Duke of Marlborough in 1765.

Describing the Bessborough Collection in 1861 the Rev. 
C. W. King wrote:< 3 >

" The noblest work in relief that graces the Collection is a Medusa's 
head in more than half-relief and three inches in height, in purest 
calcedony. The face is slightly turned to one side, the work bold and 
grandiose beyond all description. For magnitude as well as expres 
sion, this is perhaps the finest Medusa's head in existence, and far 
bolder then the celebrated one at Florence, (4) and dates apparently 
from the Augustan age."

Discussing the phalera again in 1872 he notes : <5)

" The most magnificent example, the Marlborough, had originally 
protected a Caesar's breast."

In 1870 M. H. N. Story-Maskelyne wrote in his intro 
duction to The Catalogue of the Marlborough Gems:

" As evidencing the high character and value of many of the gems 
collected by Lord Bessborough himself, we may instance the great

<l) S. Reinach, Pierres Gravies (Paris 1895), p. 117, PL 113, 11. 
12 'The Marlborough Gems were finally dispersed in a four-day sale in 

June 1899. The Bessborough Phalera was Lot 100 and realised £1,850. 
I3) The ArchaeologicalJournal, Vol. XVIII (1861), p. 321. 
'«> Reinach, op. cit., PL 16, 33, 9. 
m C. W. King, Antique Gems and Rings (London 1872), Vol. I, p. 319n.
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Medusa phalera (No. 100) one of the grandest works on such a hard 
material as calcedony in the world . . . Possibly to this age (Hadrian, 
A.D. 117-138) is to be assigned that marvel of art, the great calce 
dony phalera (No. 100) though it is difficult to believe that it is not a 
work of an earlier and nobler period in the history of art."

This highly polished cameo-head of Medusa, three inches 
high and executed in considerable relief in calcedony,' 1 ' is 
of such size that it might be regarded as a piece of sculpture. 
The head is somewhat inclined to the right, and the face, 
which is modelled with great delicacy, expresses in brow, 
eyes and mouth the terrible personality of the death-dealing 
Medusa. The hair is treated in high relief, and in the middle 
line may be seen the heads of two interlaced serpents whose 
tails twine beneath her chin. On either side of the head are 
small wings, (2) such as we find on the bronze head of Hypnos 
in the British Museum. Hypnos, Sleep, and his twin-brother 
Thanatos, Death, were represented by statues in a joint cult 
beside the Chalkioikos in Sparta. <3) " Death is but Sleep."

From the back of the cameo are drilled six holes, (4) with 
the object of increasing the transparency of the stone and 
thus adding to the liveliness of the sculpture. Unfortunately 
all these have penetrated too deeply and with the passage of 
time have now actually perforated the stone. Midway down 
the cameo, on each side, is a hole through the hair to allow 
the passage of the metal pins by which the head was formerly 
attached to the bronze imperial lorica. The stone would 
doubtless have its vitality enhanced by a backing of silver 
foil.' 6 '

It is somewhat remarkable that during the past two cen 
turies no one appears to have devoted sufficient study to the 
back of this important object, for had that been the case very 
interesting features would have been revealed. On a care 
ful scrutiny of the concave back three separate emblems of 
the Christian faith will be noted. In the left lower section

m Calcedony is a subcrystalline form of silica.
'" i.e. Owl's wings.
""Pausanias.III.lS, 1.
"> J. H. Middleton, The Engraved Gems of Classical Times (Cambridge 

1891), p. 64.
(6) Cf: Argenteis bracteis sublinintur (Pliny, Nat. Hist., ed. Valpy 1826, 

Lib. XXXVII, para xxxi).
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(front)

Now in the Nelson Collection
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(back)

From a drawing by R. A. Finch
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is a Greek cross with equal arms, having slightly splayed 
ends, and just above it is a Latin cross with a long lower 
limb. In the right upper segment is a single-lined Greek 
cross with Greek letters in each of the four angles (see 
illustration). The presence of these several tokens of Chris 
tianity on a pagan Gorgoneion suggests that, after adorning 
a succession of imperial breast-plates, it finally fell into the 
possession of a convert to Christianity. One might hazard 
a guess that this owner was Constantine the Great who 
delayed his baptism till A.D. 337, the year of his death. 
Perhaps Constantine, like Raedwald King of East Anglia, 
allowed himself a divided allegiance. In this connexion it is 
interesting to notice that a Gorgoneion is carved on each 
face of the large key-stone from the portal of Constantine's 
Forum at Constantinople. Its presence in that position 
suggests that Roman-Christians regarded the Gorgoneion 
as possessing protective or amuletic attributes which, in 
addition to its horrific properties, would account for its 
appearance on the imperial lorica.

This great phalera would probably remain in Constanti 
nople till 1204 when the city was looted by the Christian army 
of the Crusaders, as a result of which many classical gems 
were distributed over Western Europe. In conclusion one 
might observe that on the unique gold medallion of Constan 
tine the Great the emperor has, upon his tegulated breast 
plate, a large Gorgoneion. (1)

»> Monnaies ImpMales (ed. H. Cohen 1888), Vol. VII, p. 320, No. 2. 
This medallion was in the collection of M. de Quelen and is now in the writer's 
collection.




